Q1893 sweet DREAMS little ONE
by Pink CHANDELIER

A 2/3 yard (1 Panel)  Q1893-70419-419
C 1 3/4 yards  Q1893-70421-451

F 1/2 yard  Q1893-70424-915
H 2/3 yard  Q1893-70426-559

I 5/8 yard (binding only)  Q1893-70427-444
L 2 7/8 yards (backing only)  Q1893-70425-594
1. Cut the following for Wall Quilt:

**Fabric A** - Fussy cut panel to 23-1/2” x 42-1/2”

**Fabric C** - Referring to the quilt image, fussy cut strips, the length of fabric parallel to selvage: (1) 10-1/2” x 55” and (1) 10-1/2” x 36” multi-stripe borders

**Fabric F** - Cut (2) 3-1/2” strips, sew together end to end and cut into (1) 3-1/2” x 53-1/2” border

Cut (1) 3-1/2” strip, subcut (1) 3-1/2” x 37-1/2” border

**Fabric H** - Cut (3) 2-1/2” strips, sew together end to end and cut into (2) 2-1/2” x 56-1/2” borders

Cut (2) 2” strips, subcut (2) 2” x 41-1/2” borders

Cut (4) 1” strips, subcut (2) 1” x 24-1/2” borders and (2) 1” x 42-1/2” borders

**Fabric I** - Cut (6) 2-1/2” strips (binding)

2. Piecing Order for Wall Quilt:

1. Refer to Wall Quilt Layout (Page 2) for arrangement and placement of panel and borders.

2. Stitch **Fabric H** 1” x 42-1/2” strips to sides of the **Fabric A** panel. Add 1” x 24-1/2” **Fabric H** strips to top and bottom of panel. **Bordered panel should measure 24-1/2” x 43-1/2”.

3. Align **Fabric C** 10-1/2” x 36” border on bottom of bordered panel with left edges aligned. Stitch to bottom of bordered panel stopping 1/4” from right edge of bordered panel. Do not trim. Press borders out.

4. Fold the quilt right sides together so the outside edges of the borders line up. Using a 45-degree ruler, mark from the end of border seams to outer edges of borders. Stitch along marked line. Trim seam allowance to 1/4”. Press corner seam open.

5. Add **Fabric F** 3-1/2” x 53-1/2” border to left side of quilt. Add **Fabric F** 3-1/2” x 37-1/2” border to top of quilt.

6. Stitch **Fabric H** 2-1/2” x 56-1/2” borders to right and left sides of quilt. Add **Fabric H** 2” x 41-1/2” borders to top and bottom.

7. The quilt measures approximately 41-1/2” x 59-1/2” (unfinished). Make backing (**Fabric L**) approximately 8” larger than the top.

8. Layer and baste top, batting, and backing together. Quilt as desired. Attach binding (**Fabric I**) and enjoy!!

*Letters in italics indicate wrong side of fabric. Arrows indicate orientation of directional prints.*
WALL QUILT LAYOUT

Border measurements are the cut size.

Arrows indicate orientation of directional prints.